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Abstract
We consider the notion of a contract that governs the behavior of a collection of
agents In particular we study the question of whether a group among these agents
can achieve a given goal by following the contract We show that this can be reduced
to studying the existence of winning strategies in a twoperson game We dene a
weakest precondition semantics for contract statements that permits us to compute
the initial states from which a group of agents has a winning strategy to reach their
goal This semantics generalizes the traditional predicate transformer semantics for
program statements to contracts and games Ordinary programs and interactive
programs are special kinds of contracts A notion of correctness and renement
is introduced for contracts Contracts are shown to form a complete lattice with
respect to the renement ordering
 Introduction
A computation can generally be seen as involving a number of agents pro
grams modules systems users etc who carry out actions according to a
document specication program that has been laid out in advance When
reasoning about a computation we can view this document as a contract be
tween the agents involved In this paper we use contracts as the starting point
for a theory of program renement We describe a notation for contracts and
give them a formal meanings using an operational semantics
The renement calculus 	
 has traditionally based its reasoning on a
weakest precondition semantics  for program statements This semantics is
based on the notion of total correctness renement means preservation of all
total correctness properties We show how the weakest precondition semantics
can be justied using the intuition of contracts Furthermore we show how
the operational semantics and the weakest precondition semantics are related
through the notion of winning strategies for games

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 States and state changes
We assume that the world contracts talk about is described as a state 
The state space  is the set of all possible states An agent changes the
state by applying a function f to the present state yielding a new state
f  we write function application with an inx dot We think of the state
as having a number of attributes x

     x
n
 each of which can be observed
and changed independently of the others Such attributes are usually called
program variables An attribute x is seen as a pair of two functions the value
function valx     and the update function setx       The rst
function gives the value of the attribute x in a given state while the second
changes the state such that x has a specic value without changing the values
of the other attributes Given a state  valx   is thus the value of x in this
state while 

 setx    is the new state that we get by setting the value of
x to 
An expression like xy is a function on states xy   valx  valy 
We use expressions to observe properties of the state They are also used in
assignments like x  x  y This denotes a state changing function that
updates the value of x to the value of the expression x y Thus
x  x  y   setx  valx    valy  
A function f     that maps states to states is called a state trans
former We will also make use of predicates and relations over states A state
predicate is a boolean function p    Bool on the state we also use set
notation for predicates writing   p for p  Predicates are ordered by
inclusion which is the pointwise extension of implication on the booleans
A boolean expression is an expression that ranges over truth values It
gives us a convenient way to describe predicates For instance x  y is a
boolean expression that has value valx    valy   in a given state 
A state relation R    Bool relates a state  to a state 

whenever
R  

holds Relations are ordered by pointwise extension from predicates
R  R

holds if R   R

  for all states 
We permit a generalized assignment notation for relations for example
x  x

j x

 x  y relates state  to state 

if the value of x in 

is
greater than the sum of the values of x and y in  and all other attributes are
unchanged More precisely we have that
x  x

j x

 x  y  


x




 setx  x

   x

 valx    valy  
 Contracts
Consider a collection of agents each with the capability to change the state
by choosing between dierent actions The behavior of agents is regulated by
contracts

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We describe contracts using a notation for contract statements The syntax
for these is as follows where p stands for a state predicate and f for a state
transformer
S  hfi j fpg j p	 j S


S

j S

t S

Intuitively an agent carries out a contract statement as follows The update
hfi changes the state according to the state transformer f  If the initial state
is 

then the agent must produce a nal state f 

 An assignment statement
is a special kind of update where the state transformer is an assignment The
assignment statement hx  x yi or just x  x y  from now on we will
drop the angle brackets from assignment statements requires the agent to set
the value of attribute x to the sum of the values of attributes x and y
In the sequential action S


S

the action S

is rst carried out followed
by S

 A choice S

t S

allows the agent to choose between carrying out S

or S

 To simplify notation we will assume that sequential composition binds
stronger than choice in contracts
The assertion fpg is a requirement that the agent must satisfy in a given
state For instance fx  y  g expresses that the sum of the values of
attributes x and y in the state must be zero If the assertion holds at the
indicated place when the agent carries out the contract then the state is
unchanged and the agent carries on with the rest of the contract If on
the other hand the assertion does not hold then the agent has breached the
contract
The assertion ftrueg is always satised so adding this assertion anywhere
in a contract has no eect Dually ffalseg is an impossible assertion it is
never satised and always results in the agent breaching the contract
The assumption p	 is dual to an assertion if the condition p does not hold
when the agent is to carry out the assumption then the agent is released of
any obligation to carry out his part of the contract The assumption true	 is
always satised The assumption false	 is impossible and will always release
the agent from its obligation to continue with the contract
 Multiple agents
Above we assumed that there is only one agent bound by a contract In
general there will be a number of agents which together are changing the
world and whose behavior is bound by contracts We permit the contract of
one agent to invoke a contract of another agent Assume eg that agent a is
to carry out the contract S
S  x  
 T t x  x 
 fy  xg
Here contract T is to be carried out by another agent b where
T  y   t y  
We can combine these two contracts into a single contract statement by ex
plicitly indicating which agent is involved in each choice assertion and as

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sumption
S  x  
 y   t
b
y   t
a
x  x  
 fy  xg
a
The eect of the update is independent of which agent carries it out so we
allow this information to be lost when writing contract statements
 Operational semantics
We can give a formal meaning to contract statements in the form of an oper
ational semantics 
 This semantics describes step by step how a contract
is carried out starting from a given initial state
The rules of the operational semantics are given in terms of a transition
relation between congurations A conguration is a pair S  where

S is either an ordinary contract statement or the empty statement symbol
 and

 is either an ordinary state or the symbol 
a
 denoting that agent a is
released from the contract or the symbol 	
a
denoting that agent a has
breached the contract
The transition relation  which shows what moves are permitted is
inductively dened by a collection of axioms and inference rules It is the
smallest relation which satises the following

Update
hfi   f 
hfi	
a
  	
a
 hfi
a
  
a


Assertion
p 
fpg
a
 
a
 

p 
fpg
a
  
a
	
a

fpg
a
	
b

a
	
b
 fpg
a

b

a

b


Assumption
p 
p	
a
 
a
 

p 
p	
a
  
a

a

p	
a
	
b
 
a
	
b
 p	
a

b
 
a

b


Sequential composition
S

  S


 

 S


 
S


S

   S



S

 


S

   


S


S

   S

 



Choice
S

t
a
S

  
a
S

  S

t
a
S

  
a
S

 
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Here  stands for a proper state while  stands for a state or a symbol 
a
or 	
a
 We have labeled the transition relation with the agent responsible
for carrying out the move This labeling is redundant since it can always be
recovered from the conguration in question
 Innite choice and recursion
The contracts that we have described above only permit nite behavior To
be really useful we need to be able to describe potentially innite behaviors
We do this by extending the language of contracts with innite choice re
lational updates and recursion We describe these constructs briey below
and use them in examples However for a more detailed discussion of innite
constructs we refer to 	
The nite choice is generalized to permit innite choices Let us write
tfS
i
j i  Ig for the choice between the elements of a set of contract statements
fS
i
j i  Ig Furthermore if R is a state relation then fRg is a contract
statement that permits an agent to choose between all nal states related by
R to the initial state if no such nal state exists then the agent has breached
the contract We call such a contract a relational update For example the
contract statement
fx  x

j x  x

g
a
is carried out by agent a by changing the state so that the value of x be
comes larger than the current value without changing the values of the other
attributes
As an example consider a contract involving four agents a b c and d
Assume that a is a user of a program whereas b is the main module and c
and d are submodules of the program Agent a chooses some input which
must be between  and  Then b chooses whether to pass on the value to c
which is permitted if the value is below  or d which is always permitted
For instance we can think that the rst alternative gives a more ecient
computation but is only available for small values of x This is described by
the following contract statement
fx  x

j   x

 g
a

 fx  g
b

S

t
b
S


where we do not show the details of S

handled by agent c and S

handled
by agent d
We make the language of contracts more interesting from a programming
point of view by also permitting recursive contract statements We extend the
syntax as follows
S     j X j X

S


Here X is a variable that ranges over contract statements while X

S


is the contract statement S

where each occurrence of X in S

is interpreted
as a recursive invocation of the contract X

S

 It is more customary to
dene a recursive contract by an equation of the form

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X S

where S

usually would contain some occurrences of X This denes the
recursive contract X

S


Looking at recursion as a contract we need to determine how to interprete
a nonterminating behavior Essentially we assume that the recursion is done
on behalf of some agent who is responsible for the recursion to terminate
Nontermination then means that this agent has breached the contract
Recursion ca be explained in terms of innite choices Thus it need not
be postulated directly as a contract statement but can be introduced as an
abbreviation
 Using contracts
Programs can be seen as special cases of contracts where two agents are
involved the user a and the computer system b In simple batch oriented
programs choices are only made by the computer system which resolves any
internal choices nondeterminism in a manner that is unknown to the user
of the system Our notation for contracts already includes assignment state
ments and sequential composition The abort statement of Dijkstras guarded
commands language can be expressed as abort  ffalseg
a
 If executed it
signies that there has been a breach of contract by the user releasing the
computing system from any obligations to carry out the rest of the contract
We can easily extend the simple language of contracts to include other pro
gram constructs such as conditionals recursion and iteration A conditional
statement like
if x   then x  x  else x  x  
is a conditional contract We dene it in terms of previous constructs as equal
to
fx  g
 x  x   t
b
fx  g
 x  x 
The computer can here choose between two options As described below we
will in general assume that an agent does not want to breach a contract but
does not mind being released from a contract The agent will therefore al
ways choose the alternatives for which the guarding assertion is true choosing
the other alternative would breach the contract
Iteration the whileloop is dened in terms of recursion
while g do S odX

if g then S
X else skip 
We can also introduce the contract skip which leaves the state unchanged
Thus skip  hidi where id is the identity function We also note that by the
intuitive description of assertions and assumptions both ftrueg and true	 are
equal to skip
The assert statement fpg can be described in terms of the conditional
statement and the abort statement
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fpg if p then skip else abort 
 User interaction
The program constructs above do not allow for any user interaction during
execution Once started execution proceeds to the end if possible or it fails
because the contract is breached which allows the computer system to do
anything including going into an innite loop
We can extend this simple notion of a program with facilities for interacting
with the computer by permitting the user to also make choices The user
chooses between alternatives in order to inuence the computation in the
manner she requires The computer system can also make choices based on
some internal decision mechanism which is unknown the user so that she
cannot predict the outcome
As an example consider the contract
x  
 x  x  t
a
x  x  
 x  x  t
b
x  x 
After initialization the user a chooses to increase the value of x by either one
or two After this the system b decides to decrease x by either one or two
The choice of the user depends on what she wants to achieve If eg she is
determined that x should not become negative she should choose the second
alternative If again she is determined that x should not become positive
she should choose the rst alternative We can imagine this user interaction
as a menu choice that is presented to the user after the initialization where
the user is requested to choose one of the two alternatives
We could also consider b to be the user and a to be the computing system
In this case the system starts by either setting x to one or two The user
can then inspect the new value of x and choose to reset it to either  or 
depending on what she tries to achieve
 Input statements and specications
A more general way for the user to inuence the computation is to give input
to the program during its execution This can be achieved by a relational
assignment The following contract describes how the user a gives as input a
value x whoose square root is to be computed as well as the precision e with
which the computer is to compute this square root
fx e  x

 e

jx

   e  g
a

 fx  x

j  e  x

 x  eg
b
The system b then computes an approximation to the square root with preci
sion e The system may choose any new value for x that satises the required
precision
This simple contract thus species the interaction between the user and
the computing system The rst statement species the users responsibility
to give an input value that satises the given conditions and the second

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statement species the systems responsibility to compute a new value for x
that satises the given condition
The use of contracts allows user and system choices to be intermixed in
any way In particular the user choices can depend on previous choices by
the system and vice versa and the choices can be made repeatedly within a
loop as exemplied by the Nim game below
 Playing games
The use of contracts need not be restricted to interactions with computers
As an example of another kind of application consider the game of Nim Here
two players a and b take turns to remove either one or two sticks from a pile
The player who takes the last stick has lost Of course one of the players
could here also be a computer system and the other a user that tries to beat
the computer in this game
Let x stand for the number of sticks in the pile We can describe the rules
of the game as a contract of the following form
X

fx  g
b


x  x  t
a
x  x 

fx  g
a


x  x  t
b
x  x 

X
Player a is going to make the rst move We start by checking whether she
already has won This happens if the number of sticks is zero to start with
forcing player b to breach his contract Otherwise player a removes either one
or two sticks from the pile Then we check whether player b has won which
happens if the pile now contains zero sticks forcing player a to breach her
contract If not player b removes one or two sticks from the pile The game
is then repeated until either one of the two players breaches the contract and
the other player then has won As each move by a player removes at least one
stick the game will eventually terminate with one of the players breaking the
contract
 Contracts and games
The operational semantics describes all possible ways of carrying out a con
tract By looking at the state component of a nal conguration we can see
what outcomes nal states are possible if all agents cooperate However in
reality the dierent agents are unlikely to have the same goals and the way
one agent makes its choices need not be the suitable for another agent From
the point of view of a specic agent say a it is therefore interesting to know
what outcomes are possible regardless of how the other agents resolve their
choices

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Consider the situation where the initial state  is given and the goal of
agent a is to use contract S to reach a nal state in some set q of desired
nal states It is also acceptable that the agent is released from its contract
or that some other agent breaches its contract thus implicitly releasing agent
a from its contract This means that the agent should strive to establish a
conguration   where  is either an element in q or 
a
indicating that
the agent a has been released from its contract or 	
b
where b  a indicating
that some other agent has breached the contract
We say that agent a can use contract S in initial state  to establish
postcondition q written  fjS jg
a
q if a can guarantee by making the right
choices that postcondition q is established no matter what the other agents
do Thus  fjS jg
a
q holds if the agent can make sure that

either a nal state is reached where q holds or

the agent is released by an assumption that is not true or

some other agent breaches the contract
We can think of agent a as making its choices according to a strategy
ie a function that for every conguration of the form S

t
a
S

  returns
either S

  or S

  and similarly for innite choices if these occur in
the contract A strategy tells the agent what to do in every possible choice
situation Then  fjS jg
a
q holds if and only if there exists a winning strategy
for a to use contract S in initial state  to establish postcondition q
As an example the winning strategy for player a in the Nim game is to
remove the number of sticks that results in x mod    This will force
player b to eventually take the last stick Player a has a winning strategy
in Nim if initially x mod    because then she can establish condition
x mod    with her rst move by either removing one or two sticks In
other words we have that  fjS jg
a
q holds when S is the Nim game described
above valx   mod    and q is any postcondition since no postcondition
is ever achieved in this game
 Taking sides
Assume that we pick out one or more agents whose side we are taking These
agents are assumed to have a common goal and to coordinate their choices
in order to achieve this goal Hence we can regard this group of agents as
a single agent The other agents need not share the goals of our agents To
prepare for the worst we will assume that the other agents are hostile to our
goals and try to prevent us from reaching our goal and that they conspire in
order to achieve this ie coordinate their choices against us We will make
this a little bit more dramatic and call our agents collectively the angel and
the other agents collectively the demon We talk about an angelic choice when
the choice is made by our agents and about a demonic choice when the choice
is made by the other agents

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Having taken the side of certain agents we can simplify the notation for
contract statements We write t for the angelic choice t
angel
and u for the
demonic choice t
demon
 Furthermore we note that if our agents have breached
the contract then the other agents are released from it so fpg
angel
 p	
demon

Dually if another agent breaches the contract then our agents are released
from it so fpg
demon
 p	
angel
 Hence we agree to let fpg stand for fpg
angel
and p	 stand for fpg
demon
 This justies the following simpler syntax where
the explicit indication of which agent is responsible for the choice assertion
or assumption has been removed
S  hfi j fpg j p	 j S


S

j S

t S

j S

u S

This notation generalizes in the obvious way to innite choices we write
tfS
i
j i  Ig for the angelic choice and ufS
i
j i  Ig for the demonic choice
For relational update we write fRg if the next state is chosen by the angel and
R	 if the next state is chosen by the demon In addition we write  fjS jg q
for  fjS jg
angel
q
 Algebra of contracts
We shall now investigate the algebraic properties of contracts with exactly two
agents the angel and the demon
If we compare two contract statements for our agent say S and S

 then
we can say that the latter is at least as good as the former if any condition
that we can establish with the rst contract can also be established with the
second contract We will then say that S is rened by S

 written S v S


More formally we can dene S v S

to hold if
 fjS jg q   fjS

jg q for any  and q
It is easy to see that renement is reexive and transitive We will also
postulate antisymmetry ie two contracts are equal if each renes the other
In terms of establishing postconditions we then have that S  S

if and only
if
 fjS jg q   fjS

jg q for any  and q
These properties imply that contracts form a partial ordering
It is evident that ffalseg v S for any contract S because we can not
use the contract ffalseg to establish any nal condition in any initial state
Hence any contract is an improvement over this worst of all contracts Dually
S v false	 the assumptions of contract false	 are never satised so this
contract is satised in any initial state for any nal condition This means
that the partial order of contracts is bounded it has a least element ffalseg
and a greatest element false	
Now consider the contract S  S

t S

 The condition  fjS jg q holds if
our agent by choosing either S

or S

 can establish q in initial state  Thus
we have that
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 fjS

t S

jg q i  fjS

jg q or  fjS

jg q
For instance we have that
x   fj x  x   t x  x  jg x  
holds because
x   fj x  x  jg x  
holds A dual argument shows that
 fjS

u S

jg q i  fjS

jg q and  fjS

jg q
This reects the fact that angel cannot inuence the choice of the demon and
hence must be prepared for whichever contract the demon choose
The contracts form a lattice with the renement ordering where t is the
join operation in the lattice and u is the meet operation The impossible
assertion ffalseg is the bottom of the lattice of contracts and the impossible
assumption false	 is the top of the lattice
We have already indicated how to generalize the notion of a contract to
permit choices over an arbitrary set of contracts tfS
i
j i  Ig and ufS
i
j i 
Ig The set of contracts may be empty or it may be innite With this
extension the contracts will in fact form a complete lattice
The sequential composition operation is also important here Contracts
form a monoid with respect to the composition operation with skip as the
identity element Contracts as we have described them above thus have a
very simple algebraic structure ie they form a complete lattice with respect
to v and they form a monoid with sequential composition
A further generalization of contracts permits the initial and nal state
spaces to be dierent Thus the contract may be initiated in a state  in 
but we permit operations in the contract that changes the state space so that
the nal state may be in another state space  In this case the simple monoid
structure of contracts is not sucient and we need to consider the more
general notion of a category of contracts The dierent state spaces form the
objects of the category while the morphisms of the category are the contracts
themselves The skip action is the identity morphism and composition of
morphisms is the ordinary sequential composition of actions
 Predicate transformers
We shall now link the gametheoretic interpretation with a traditional pred
icate transformer semantics for contract statements In fact the meet join
and composition operators that we identied for contracts correspond directly
to thecorresponding operators on predicate transformers
A predicate transformer is a function that maps predicates to predicates
We order predicate transformers by pointwise extension of the ordering on
predicates so F v F

for predicate transformers holds if and only if F q 
F

 q for all predicates q The predicate transformers form a complete lattice
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with this ordering
	 Predicate transformer semantics
Assume that S is a contract statement We want the predicate transformer
wp S to map postcondition q to the set of all initial states  such that  fjS jg q
holds In other words we want wp S q to be the set of initial states from which
the angel has a winning strategy to reach the goal q Thus wp S q is the
weakest precondition that guarantees that the angel can achieve postcondition
q
The intuitive description of contract statements can be used to justify the
following denitions of the weakest precondition semantics
wp hfi q f

 q
wp fpg q p  q
wp p	 q
 p  q
wp S


S

 qwp S

 wp S

 q
wp S

t S

 qwp S

 q  wp S

 q
wp S

u S

 qwp S

 q  wp S

 q
Here f

 q denotes the inverse image of q f

 q  f j f   qg These
denitions are consistent with Dijkstras original semantics for the language of
guarded commands  and with later extensions to it corresponding to asser
tions assumptions and choices  The weakest precondition semantics
is extended to innite choices in the obvious way
The denition for sequential composition can be written as wp S


S

 
wp S

wp S

 so the semantic function wp maps composition of contracts to
functional composition of predicate transformers Similarly it maps the de
monic and angelic choice operators for contracts to the meet and join operators
on predicate transformers
By induction on the structure of contract statements we can prove that
the weakest precondition predicate transformer has the required property
Theorem  Assume that contract statement S
 initial state  and postcon
dition q are given Then   wp S q if and only if  fjS jg q
This means that the weakest precondition predicate transformer gives us
a way of computing the set of initial states for which the angel has a winning
strategy for using S to establish postcondition q from initial state 
	 Correctness and renement
The predicate transformer semantics is based on total correctness Intuitively
a contract S is totally correct with respect to precondition p and postcondition
q written p fjS jg q if  fjS jg q holds for every  that satises p Thus p fjS jg q
expresses that for any initial state in p the angel can choose an execution of
S that establishes q or leads to some assumption being violated
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The theorem gives us immediately the following corollary
Corollary  Assume that contract statement S
 initial state  and post
condition q are given Then p  wp S q if and only if p fjS jg q
We can prove p  wp S q using standard program verication techniques
such as using loop invariants to establish that a loop is guaranteed to achieve
a specic postcondition Most of the techniques in Dijkstras weakest precon
dition method for proving total correctness can be generalized to contracts in
this more general setting
We are also interested in renement of contracts By the theorem we have
the following corollary
Corollary  Assume that contract statements S and S

are given Then
S v S

if and only if wp S v wp S


Given a contract we can use the predicate transformer formulation to
derive rules that allow us to improve a contract in the sense that any goals
achievable with the original contract are still achievable with the new contract
These renement rules can be used for stepwise renement of programs where
we start from an initial high level specication with the aim of deriving a more
ecient and usually lower level implementation of the speccation
 Conclusion
We have described a computing system in terms of a global state that is
changed by a collection of agents These agents are bound by contracts that
stipulate their obligations and assumptions We can study what a specic
group of agents can achieve in such a system by taking sides partitioning the
agents into friendly hostile agents This reduces the computing system to a
two person game between an angel representing the friendly agents and a
demon representing the hostile agents Given a specic goal that the angel
is requested to achieve we can compute the set of initial states from which
this can be done with certainty in the sense that the angel has a winning
strategy to achieve the goal The computation rules are given by the weakest
precondition semantics The weakest precondition semantics can also be used
to reason about correctness and renement of contracts
Contracts give an intuition for both angelic and demonic nondetermin
ism choices of dierent agents abortion breaching a contract and miracles
being released from a contract in programs Miracles and angelic nondeter
minism have been introduced into the renement calculus for algebraic reasons


 but it has not been clear how they could be interpreted intuitively in
a consistent way The contract approach also means that we handle choices
in a way similar to that of process algebras such as CSP  and CCS  A
particularly interesting situation arises when our agent is the environment or
user of some system and the other agents are parts of the system This view
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of a system as a game has been considered by Abadi Lamport and Wolper

 A more thorough investigation of the notion of contracts games and
renement is presented in a forthcoming book by the authors 	
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